CEFC PRATHAM FOUNDATION, RANCHI
Advertisement No. CEFC/01/2018 dated 28.03.2018
Engagement of Faculty on Contract Basis (Full Time)
Common Engineering Facility Centre invites applications from Indian Nationals who are
exceptionally bright and motivated with an established record of independent high quality
research and commitment to teaching for faculty positions in the following fields:

Posts

Max.
Age
as on 1st
Mar’18

Minimum Qualification

Post Qualification Experience
as on 01.03.2018
Minimum 5 yrs of Industrial /
Teaching experience in the
welding technology with in depth
knowledge in different welding
processes like SMAW, GMAW,
SAW, MIG, TIG etc. Candidates
with industrial experience must
have worked in organization with
annual turnover more than 50 Cr.
Candidates
with
teaching
experience must have worked as
regular faculty for courses offer at
minimum B.E / B.Tech or
equivalent
level
in
AICTE
approved colleges. Experience in
large reputed organization(s) will
be given preference.

Faculty Welding
Technology

Full time B.Tech/B.E/B.Sc
Engg. with first class or
equivalent (in terms of grades,
etc.) in the disciplines of
65 Years
Mechanical,
Metallurgy,
Production,
Manufacturing
with a very good academic
record throughout.

Faculty NonDestructive
Testing
(NDT).

Full time B.Tech / B.E / B.Sc
Engg. with first class or
equivalent (in terms of grades,
etc.) in the disciplines of
Metallurgy/Mechanical with a
very good academic record
throughout. In addition the
candidate
must
be
in
65 Years possession of a valid level II
and above certificate from
ISNT/ASNT in one or more of
the following areas of NDT:
I. Dye penetrant testing
II. Magnetic
Particle
testing
III. Ultrasonic testing
IV. Radiographic testing

Minimum 5 yrs of Industrial
experience in the different areas of
Non-Destructive Testing like Dye
penetrant
testing,
Magnetic
Particle testing, Ultrasonic testing,
Radiographic testing, Chemical
analysis,
Mechanical
testing.
Experience in large reputed
organization(s) will be given
preference.

Faculty Gear
Technology

Full time B.Tech/B.E/B.Sc
Engg. with first class or
equivalent (in terms of grades,
65 Years etc.) in the disciplines of
Mechanical
/Production/
Manufacturing with a very
good
academic
record
throughout.

Minimum 5 yrs of Industrial
experience in a Gear Manufacturing
unit with in depth knowledge on
Gear train, cylindrical gears, Bevel
gear, Worm gears, Gear testing and
other allied processes. Experience
in large reputed organization(s) will
be given preference.

Depending upon the requirement CEFC, reserves the right to raise the minimum eligibility
standards, to fill or not to fill all or any of the above positions and cancel/restrict/ enlarge/
modify/ alter the recruitment/ selection process without any further notice or assigning any
reasons whatsoever.
Other Terms & Conditions:
1. Engagement will be on purely on Full Time Contract basis and does not carry any liability
on part of CEFC for regular appointment at any stage.
2. The engagement will initially for the period of One (1) year and can be extended up to 3
years on the completion of the term at the sole discretion of the management on the same
terms and conditions.
3. Engagement on advertised posts will be subject to Medical fitness.
4. Contractual engagement may be terminated by the CEFC at any time at its sole discretion
without assigning any reason if the performance/conduct is found unsatisfactory. The
candidate shall be required to serve a notice of one month before leaving the job in between
the period of its engagement.
5. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview and joining duties. TA/DA for journey on
official tour shall be admissible as per the rules of CEFC Pratham Foundation.
6. The Faculty will be undergoing specialized training in the domain area that will be
sponsored by CEFC Pratham Foundation. Therefore an appropriate Service Contract in the
form of an Undertaking shall be executed by the beneficiary to serve the organisation upto
three years.
Note: Detail terms and conditions will be given in the Offer of Engagement.
Selection Procedure: Selection will be through personal interview of the shortlisted candidates
or as may be decided by the management.
Procedure for applying:
Eligible applicants may apply in the prescribed format ‘Annexure-I’ appended below.
Applicants are required to take print out, fill in application form and send the application duly
signed after pasting a recent photograph on the space provided along with all required
testimonials, certificates of experience, age, SC/ST/OBC, PH etc Applications are to be
submitted in an envelope super-scribing the post applied for with advertisement number strictly.
Application by registered / speed post should reach the office of “Director, CEFC Pratham
Foundation, Room no. 146, First Floor, 100 Building, Foundry Forge Plant, Plant Plaza Road,
Dhurwa, Ranchi-834004, Jharkhand on or before 20th Apr, 2018.
Applicants serving in Government / Quasi Govt., Public Sector Undertakings should apply
through proper channel or produce “No Objection Certificate” from their present employer at
the time of interview. Mere fulfillment of the eligibility criteria will not confer any right on them
for engagement and to be called for the interview. The management reserves the right to relax
/ raise the eligibility criteria or change the level of operation of the posts depending upon the
suitability of candidates without assigning any reason. Court of jurisdiction for any dispute will
be Ranchi, Jharkhand. Applicants can send their query related to this advertisement to email
Id: akdash@hecltd.com.

